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Here we are considering a new approach to make the infrared (IR) image of a thermal scene 
quantitative. We propose for that to rely on an end-to-end modeling (from object to image) of the 
experiment carried out. This includes the data of the object scene (3D geometry, radiative properties, 
temperatures) but also that of a virtual camera with the most realistic characteristics (focal length, 
position, direction of sight, number and size of pixels, spectral range). The virtual temperatures will 
be adjusted so that this "digital twin" of the experiment gives an image closest to the real image, 
thus giving access to the true temperatures of the objects. It is indeed an inverse measurement 
problem since 'causes' (the real temperature of 3D objects) are sought from 'observable 
consequences' (an IR image, i.e. a 2D mapping of infrared radiations leaving the 3D scene and 
collected by the camera pixels). The link between causes and consequences is here the physics of 
thermal radiation from opaque objects (omnidirectional emitters and reflectors) as well as the physics 
linked to the partial collection of this radiation by an optronic instrument. The digital twin therefore 
constitutes the ‘forward’ model of the problem, allowing the calculation, in the ‘forward’ direction, of 
consequences knowing the causes. 
 
Since this forward model considers the radiative exchanges between all the surfaces present in the 
object space (even those not seen by the camera), this notably makes it possible not to be trapped 
by reflections which could be misinterpreted as emissions. Thus, the infrared image in the center of 
Figure 1 analyzed under the classical assumption that each surface observed is only illuminated by 
an ambient black body at known temperature, would have concluded with two hot zones on the right 
face whereas it is isothermal: these are just reflections of patterns present on the warm left face.   
 

       
Figure 1: experiment (at IUSTI) with multiple reflections between two metallic surfaces at uniform temperature 
(71 ° C on the left 33 ° C on the right) and with uniform and low emissivity except for a few spots of black paint. 
Left: visible image. Center: real IR image; some radiance gradients on the right side are due to reflections of 
hot sources emitting from the left side. Right: IR image simulated by the digital twin of the experiment, built 
with isothermal diffuse surfaces and a virtual pinhole camera; the patterns of reflections are not perfectly 
reproduced, probably because of a specular part in the reflections, not taken into account here. Radiative 
property measurements on benches of the CEMEA platform are envisaged.    
 
This proposed approach is rarely presented in the literature devoted to infrared imaging, see in [1] 
an example of thermography with space application, where a scene similar to the one presented in 
Figure 1 is also used as a test case. The name "3D thermography" rather refers in the literature to 
the projection of 2D infrared images on a 3D geometry (see for example [2] in the field of energy 
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diagnosis). But before projection, each image is converted in a traditional way to temperature so 
complex reflections are not considered, and are, moreover, a perspective proposed by the authors. 
We find this inverse approach rather in the computer graphic rendering community [3]. In its direct 
part, it is a question, as for our digital twin, of creating an image as close as possible to reality (in 
the visible range) [4]. Several inverse problems then exist depending on the quantity sought from a 
real image; our problem in IR is related to finding light sources in the real scene, a problem called 
reverse lighting. A correspondence has moreover been established in [5] between a quantity used 
by the computer graphic rendering community (importance) and a quantity used by the radiative 
exchange community (Gebhart factors or absorption factors). 
 
 During this project, all the components of the inverse measurement problem [6] will be addressed 
(as illustrated in Figure 2 but here with a simulated IR image corrupted with noise): creation of 
controlled experimental thermal scenes and acquisition of infrared images, creation of the digital twin 
and temperature identification by minimization between measurements and model. A crucial part lies 
in the creation of the direct model, of course, as realistic as possible (in particular in the properties 
of reflection of surfaces as shown in Figure 1) but also needing as less as possible of computing 
resources. The hierarchical methods allow for example to reduce the modeling of the scene to the 
region of interest on which the minimization will be carried out [4, 5].  
 
 

      
Figure 2: Numerical feasibility of the inversion from a noisy simulated IR image (a) showing reflections on the 
two surfaces in the region near the common edge. The emissivities (b) are known (between 0.1 and 0.3) on the 
2,292 patches of the direct model. The 2,292 temperatures are reconstructed in c) by solving the inverse 
problem and correspond well to the exact temperatures (d), between 730K and 820K. The only supposed known 
temperature is that of the black-body surrouding of this scene (300K). The minimization took place on the 
22,597 pixels of interest of the image and its digital twin. 
 
The post-PhD student will therefore develop this innovative quantitative thermography approach to 
apply it to real scenes, notably by advancing direct modeling (taking into account a part of specularity 
in the reflections, reduction of the radiative model) as well as the inverse methodology (which 
parameters to set a priori, which regularization possibly use,…). 
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